TRI-BAND WHOLE HOME WIFI SYSTEM,
ADAPTIVE WIFI, PARENTAL CONTROLS,
ADVANCED IOT PROTECTION
Fast, reliable, consistent Internet,
everywhere, always, for everyone
Parental controls and guest access
with unparalleled controls
Safe and secured devices, worry free
browsing, no advertisements

FAQs
WHAT IS PLUME?
Plume is a self-optimizing Adaptive WiFi system for the home. Plume replaces the WiFi on
your router or modem to provide fast, reliable WiFi in every inch of your home.
With Plume’s HomePass, you receive unparalleled controls over your guest and family’s
access to the internet.
Plume’s AI Security provides robust protection of your devices as it continuously monitors
them for suspicious activity.

WHAT IS PLUME ADAPTIVE WIFI™?
Plume Adaptive WiFi puts the brains of your WiFi system in the cloud, using beautiful pods
that you spread through your home to serve as links to the Internet. Plume adapts in
real-time to the devices and applications that are running in your home, delivering perfect
WiFi, adapted to every experience. Plume uses a patented WiFi allocation system, providing
you the highest amount of bandwidth compared to any other home WiFi solution.

WHAT IS HOMEPASS®?
Plume HomePass allows you to setup guest access for your network without needing a
separate guest SSID. Better yet, each user will have their own personalized password and
you can set up varying levels of access to your network based on three different zones.
Plus, set up profiles for each member of the family, manage content access by person or
device, and pause Internet access when you choose.

WHAT IS AI SECURITY?
Plume AI Security allows you to filter content for kids, teenagers, and adults, block or
approve specific websites, and prevent ads from crowding your browser. Advanced IoT
Protection proactively monitors your smart home devices for security threats. Attacks on the
smart home are increasingly common for devices like baby monitors, IP cameras, smart TVs,
thermostats and even toys! Anomaly Detection protects by learning about a device's normal
activity and distinguishing that from unusual behaviors that might indicate a threat.

HOW DOES PLUME WORK?
Plume is powered by the cloud, which means it can adapt to real life in real-time, ensuring
that every room and every device has reliable and fast connection now and into the future.
Simply order the number of pods you need for your home, then connect a SuperPod to your
modem, download the Plume app and go through the quick set up process.
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